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Using probabilistic arguments, we derive a sequence of polynomials in one variable which 
generate the Stirling numbers of the second kind. Specifically, ST = (c!/m!)P,_,,,(c), where S: 
is the desired Stirling number and P,_,,,(*> is the polynomial of degree c - m. 
1. Introduction 
We derive a sequence of polynomials in only one uariable which generate the 
Stirling numbers of the second kind. To do this, we solve a problem in probability 
by two different methods and equate the two solutions. 
Consider a linear chain consisting of n points. We wish to select at random c 
clusters of common size s (a cluster being a set of s consecutive points) from 
among the points of the chain. The selection is done with replacement, i.e., the 
same cluster may be selected more than once. We wish to find the probability of 
“complete coverage,” P(CC), where complete coverage means that each point in 
the chain is selected at least once as part of a cluster. 
2. First solution to the probabilistic problem 
If we associate each cluster with its right endpoint, there are n - .c + 1 possible 
points to choose from, and we label them 1,2, . . . , n - s + 1. Then complete 
coverage is equivalent to the following two conditions: 
(i) Points 1 and n - s + 1 are chosen at least once, and 
(ii) There is no succession of s consecutive unchosen points (so that the 
difference between any two adjacent points is at most s). 
*This research was supp orted by the National Science Foundation under Grant GP28922X while 
both authors were at the University of Minnesota. 
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Since the rt - s + 1 points have n -s spaces between them, and since two of the 
chosen clusJters are determined by (i), condition (ii) asserts that complete coverage 
is equivalent to partitioning the n - s spaces into c - 1 non-negative integer parts 
\Y ‘b seiecting c -2 additional clusters), each of which has size at most s; a zero 
part corresponds to repeating a cluster. *Let $(n - s, c - 1, s) denote the number of 
ordered ways we can select the c. clusters to obtain a partition with properties (i) 
and (ii). Then it follows that 
P(Cc) l =--$(n-s,c-1,s). 
(n-s+ 1)’ 
(2.1) 
To obtain an explicit formula for the @function, let A&r - s, c - 1, s) denote 
the number of or&red partitions of n -s into c - 1 parts, each part SS, with no 
zeros, let A,( n - s, c - 1, s) denote the same with exactly one zero, let A2( n - 
s, c - 1, s) denote the same with two adjacent zeros and no other zeros, let 
A,.,(n-A, c- l, s j de.note the same with two non-adjacent zeros and no other 
zeros, etc. Then 
*(n-s,c-1,s) 
=c! A,(n-s, c- 1, s)+ ( 
AI(n-s,c-l,s)+A,(n-s,c-1,s) 
2! 3! 
+4&--s, c- 1, s)+ 
= l l (a!)* ) 
A0(n-s,c-1,s){1)+A,(n--~,~-2,~~~ 
w-2\ 1c-2\1 
(2.2) 
1 
c-l ( ) 1 
2! 
+A,(n-s,c-3,s) 
To explain the last expression in (2.2). consider, for example, the term A,,& - 
s, c - 1, s) in the middle expression. Since there are two non-adjacent zeros, we 
consider tile number of positions ihcse zeros can occupy. For each ordered 
partition in A& - s, c - 3, s), we can ,,ut the set of two zeros in (fi*) possible 
positions, ;.snd hence the product. of (’ ;*) and A,(n - s, c - 3, s) is the same :H 
A,,,(n - s, 1’7 - 1, s). A similar argument holds for each of the terms in the middle 
part of (2.2). Note that the braces in (2.2) multiplied by c! yield integers that 
depend only on c, and hence have some interest per se. Also, the expressions in 
braces are polynomials in 6:; each is one degree higher than the previous one since 
the (r + 1 )th polynomial involves the term (‘i’). We will denote by Pi(C) the 
polym mial of degree i obtained in this manner for i = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
S.x (4.2) for an explicit formula for the A,-function. 
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3. Cmuputing the polynomials Pi(c) 
Using (2.2), we see that P,,(c) = 1. To obtain Pi(c) explicitly for any i 3 1, we 
need to perform the fcii.lowing steps: 
(a) Enumerate all possible partitions of i into the sum of a finite, non- 
decreasing sequence of positive integers (no zeros). . 
(b) For each partition sl, s2, . . . , s, found in (a) above (where r may vary from 
partition to partition), let tl, t2, . . . , z,,, (1 s w s r) be the distinct values in the 
partition and let mi (i = 1,2, . . . , w) represent the number of times that ti appears 
in the partition. Then 
c-i ( 1 
p,(c,=c_L-.A 
n (Sj+ l)! n Rlj! 
j=l j=l 
(3.1) 
where the sum in (3.1) is over all partitions in (a) above. To justify this, note that 
n (Sj + l)! are the denominators of the terms in the middle expression of (2.2) and 
(CTi) are the binomial coefficients 6n the last expression of (2.2), both of which 
have already been justified. Hence it remains to explain the factor r! /n msj !, and 
this represents the number of ways to distribute groups of zeros of sizes 
Sl, s2, . . . , s, into the r positions designated to receive these zeros. (Note that this 
factor is 1 if r= 1 or if w = 1.) 
For example, to find PJc), step (a) above yields the five possible partitions 4; 
1,3; 2,2; 1, 1,2; and 1, 1, 1,l. Hence, from (3.1), 
(“T”) (X4) (‘,“I tc,“) 31 (c;4) 
P&)=7+- l - - -- 
* 4! 2! 2’+ (392 + 3! (2!)2 l $+ (a!)” 
=- A60 (15 c4-210c3 t 1085c2-2442c+2008). (3.2) 
In the same manner, the first six polynomials are found to be 
P,(c) = I, 
PI(C) = $(c - l), 
PJC) = &3c2 - 1 lc + IO), 
P3(c) = &(c3 - 8c2+21c - II;), 
P4(c) as given by (3.2) above, and 
P,(c) = &J(3c” - 65c4 + 5%~~ - 2327~’ + 4770~ - 38W). 
It is evident that the coefficients in these polynomials grow large and cumber- 
some rather quickly. Hence, for purposes of evaluating these polynomials for 
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particular value; of c, it is easier to leave the kxpression for Pi(c) in terms of the 
binomial coefficients, i.e., in the form 
Pi(C)= i kia(c,i) for i=l,&..., 
Q= 1 
(3.3) 
where the values of thb: k,‘s are obtained from (3.1). Thus, using (3.2) as well, 
k = 1209 * k,,=&+&=&, kh3=& and kd4=&. 
CG deduce that ki, 
By inspecting (3.1) carefully, we 
= l/(i + I)! and kii = ($)i for all i. The kia’s are easy to 
compute, but their denominators grow large very rapidly as i increases, and they 
are therefore tedious to work with. Hence *we define 
ga = 2’ 3[“2Jki,, 
where [i/2] is the largest integer not exceeding i/2. Hence 
(3 04) 
, 
Bifc) 
A- f . (‘,‘) 
2i$i/2] ~*=, %a fori=1,2 ,.... (3.5) 
The gia’s are tabled below for 1 s a! s i s 9. Since decimal approximations are not 
good enough here, we t;rble the numerators and denominators of the gia’s 
separately. Notice that thi: gia’s as fractions are no! reduced to Sowest terms- 
rather, for each fixed i, all the gia’s are expressed with a single common 
denominator. This allow!; the computational convenience of taking this de- 
nominator out&e the sum in (3.5) as a common factor. Also, any terms in (3.5) 
for which (Y > c - i will vanish, which is another important computational advan- 
tage of (3.5) over (3.1). The table follows: 
m--- 
Numerator of gi:in 
ThUS, 
3 
3 
90 
105 
1918 
1365 
12510 
67% 
-- 
4 
--_ 
4s 
120 
3780 
4144 
55090 
-I1600 
-._ 
5 
-_-- 
45 
31%) 
5775 
114450 
121100 
1 
1 
-L 
T- 
I- 
34s 
37Pl) I 945 
2285 J ’ 66150 
I ! X9841! 165375 
__L 
Denominator 
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Note that this computation agrees with a direct evaluation of P,(7) using (3.2) but is 
much less tedious because of the very large nutnbevs involved in the direst method. 
As another example, 
P,w =A*-$[ 10(~)+1002(~)+siw icirns that vanish] 
The fact that B,(c) = 1 for all c cannot be obtained from the gip’s and must simply 
be memorized by those who wish to use it. 
Upon request, the author will be glad to supply any reader with a FORTRAN 
program that will extend Table 1 of the gia’s to larger values of i. 
4. Second solution to the probabilistic problem 
We introduce the following notation: let [[xl] be the smsl!est integer not less 
than x; hence [[xl] = x if x is an integer, and [[xl] = [xl+ 1 otherwise, where [x] is 
the usual “greatest integer” function. Let j be the number of distinct clusters 
selected. If complete coverage occurs, then clearly 
11 I[-11 S .SjGmin(c, n-s+ 1). (4.1) 
If we again associate each cluster with its right endpoint, then (assuming n > s) 
clusters 1 and n - :s + 1 must be included, and we must choose j - 2 additional 
clusters without duplication so that no s consecutive points are unselected. But 
this means that we must divide the n - s spaces between the cluster .endpoints into 
j - 1 positive parts with no part greater than s. By definition, the number of ways 
to do this is A,( n - s, j - 1, s) where the A,-function was defined following (2.1) 
and is given explicrtly (see [2]) by 
A&, p, m) = 
yfm’(_ l)iI/F 
i=O 
i)( ‘--y-y,. (4.2) 
Once we have obtained the specific j distinct clusters to be selected, we need 
the probability thag all of these (and no others) are the ones that are chosen. It is 
ci\sar that the probability of all selected clusters being among these j is (j/( n - s + 
1))‘. Given that all clusters are in this subset, the (conditional) distribution is 
multinqmial with c trials and with each of the j clusters in question having 
probability l/j at each trial. We want each of these clusters to be chosen at least 
once, meaning that the minimuri frequency in this multinomial is at Eeast one. 
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This probability is given by 
(4.3) 
where the I-function defines the desired condition on the minimum frequency and 
the notation for the I-function is consistent with [3], where the equality in (4.3) is 
deriv:d. 
FVting together the above discussion, we obtain 
1 min(c,n.-s+ 1) 
P(Cc) = 
(n-e+ 1)’ 
c A,(n - S, i - 1, S)j’I$\jJ( 1) C). 
i=[Idsll 
(4.4) 
Us@ finite difference notation, we find that this I-function is related to Stirling 
numbers of the second kind, Si,, as follows: 
Ii\)/j)(l, C)= f: (-l)a(j!Q)(y)c 
c?=o 
=~E-l,i(3)c]~=~,-,~j(~)c]~=o=S~~. 
Using (4.3, we rewrite (4.4) as 
1 minkn-s+l) 
PCC) = 
(n -S + 1)’ 
c Aoh - s, j - 1, s)j! s;. 
i=Gfn/sll 
(4.3 
(4.6) 
5. Extensions of the prob&iMic problem 
It is of interest to know not only the probability of complete coverage, but also 
the probability that, the number of points covered in the union of the selected 
clusters is exactly k for any k = s, s + 1, . . . , n. The present authors [4] have 
found, using combinatorial methods, 
(a) the exact probability distribution of the union of the selected clusters, 
(b) the exact probability distribution of the intersection of the selected clusters, 
(c) the relationship between (a) and (b), 
(d) a11 of (a), (b), and (c) if the clusters are selected without replacement, 
(e) all of (a), (b), and (c) if the chain of points is circular rather than linear, and 
(f) ah of (a), (b), and (c) if the conditions of (d) and (e) both hold. 
The interested reader is referred to [a!. 
6. Rdatimship of the polynomials PJ c) to Stirling numbers of the second kind 
We rewrite (2.2) in summdon notation as 
+(n-s,c-!, s) = c! i A&t -s, c - z, sjP,_,(c). (64 
r=l 
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By definition of the A,-function, if either c- t > n-s (i.e., KC - n + s) or 
s(c - t) < n - s (i.e., t > c + 1 - (n/s)), then the corresponding term in (6.1) must be 
zero. Hence (6.1) can be written as 
cc+ t-(r,,‘s)] 
+(n-s,c-l,s)=c! 7 z A,(n - s, c - t, s)P,_,(c). (6.2) 
t=max(l,c-n+s) 
Noting that [c + l- (n/s)] = c + 1 - [[n/s]] and applying the linear transformation 
j=c-t+l, we obtain 
minlc,n-s+l) 
Jl(n-s,c-l,s)=c! 1 A,(n - S, j- 1, S)P,-j(C). (6.3) 
i=CCdsll 
We now note that the right side of (4.6) without the outside factor (l/( n - s + 
ljjc represents the same quantity as (2.2), and hence also as (6.3). Therefore, we 
can equate these quantities to obtain 
min(c,n-s+l) midc,n-s+l) 
c! c A,(n-s,j- 1, s)Pc_j(c)= C A&-s+- 1: s,j! S; (6.4) 
i =CCn/sll i =lIn/sll 
for all values of n, c, and s. In particular, Gx c and any integer 1< m G c, and 
consider the case n = m and s = 1. Then (6.4) yields 
min(c.m) min(c.m) 
C A,(m- 1, i- 1, I)c! PC-j(C)= C A,(m - 1, i- 1, l)i! Si*. (6.5) 
i=[Cmll i=bll 
But m s c by hypothesis, so min(c, m) = nz and both si&jes of (6.5) sum only a 
single term, namely i = m. Also, A,,(m - 1, m - 1, 1) = 1 for any m ; hence (6.5) 
reduces to c! PC_,,(c) = m! Sr, or 
s,m c! = ; PC_-M (c) for any 1 G m =2 C, 
. 
(6.6) 
which explicitly demonstrates how our polynomials generate the Stirling numbers 
of the second kind, which are always integers. For example, 
s’, =;&(7)=840(-$;\=301 . Lil / and S&=$&(10) . 
where F,(7) and P,(lOj were found in Section 3. The answers can be checked 
ag,ainst a table of Stirling numbers. 
It is true by definition that Sz= C for all c, and it is obvious from (3.1) that 
P,(c) = 6: for all c. Interestingly, it follows that (4.6) is valid also for m = 0 even 
though :ts derivation requires m 2 1: 
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7. Another form for the polynomiaIs P,(c) 
By substituting c- m for m in (6.6)1, we obtain 
P,(c)= 
(c - m)! 
c, SC,‘M foranyOGmcc-1. 
. 
Now it is fairly well known (see, e.g., [l]) that 
(7-l) 
(7.2) 
where r”,‘” is an associated Stirling number of the second kind. Combin ng (7.1), 
(X2), and a little algebra yields 
(7.3) 
where, of course, any terms in (7.2) or (7.3) for which (Y > c - m will viinish. In 
fact, exactly the same terms vanish in (7.3) as in (3.5), so that these two equations 
are about equal in terms of computational convenience for evaluating the polyno- 
mials. H<iwever, (7.3) provides the advantage that the polynomials car now be 
evaluated using the quantities Tz-” (which have previously been table&r) ather 
than the new quantities g,, that were tabled in Section 3, eliminating the need for 
this new table. Furthermore, ihe relationship between g,,, k,,, and TE-* is 
obvious from (3.3), (3.4), and (7.3): 
k 
CU! 
ma =(a+m)! Tmm--7 (7.4) 
and 
g 
-1 3m 3W21_ 
ma-& d 
a! Trn-a 
(ar+uur)? * l 
(7.5) 
Finally, (?.3) shows quite directly that Pm(c) is a polynomial in c of c!egree m. 
owiedpment 
The authors wish to thank the referee for pointing out that our polynomials can 
be written in the form (7.3). 
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